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Rating factors on car insurance are basic characteristics of a
customer to determine auto premiums. Simply put, the less risky your
characteristics are the lower your premiums will be for car
insurance.

Rating factors such as

driving record and type of vehicle have big

impacts on car insurance rates while factors like gender & marital
status have less impact on rates.

Below are 15 rating factors most commonly used to determine car
insurance rates, as well as, costs associated by insurer.
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1. AGE
BY ANTHONY GUERIERA JR.

Age is a significant rating
factor especially for young
drivers.
The cost gap between the
most expensive rates for
teen drivers and the most
affordable rates by 50-year
old’s and older is a $4,321
gap per year.
Insurance companies view
teen drivers as risky drivers
and cause the most
accidents than any other
age group.
Age becomes less of an
issue by age 20 and even
less of a factor by age 25.
If you want to learn more
about cheap car insurance
rates for teens download
the Zebra app and search
cheap car insurance for
teens.
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2. DRIVING
HISTORY
This one is pretty straightforward. A
driver's past performance is a good
indicator of their future driving record.
A series of tickets, DUIs, violations will
inflate premiums.
Again, it's important to point out that
drivers with good driving records will
receive the best rates for car insurance.

3. CREDIT
SCORE
Credit which is often overlooked but a
major factor in determining rates is also a
rating factor. The Federal Trade
commission reports that drivers with less
than average credit file more claims than
ones with better credit ratings.
They often file more expensive claims
than those with better credit ratings. The
difference between the drivers with the
lowest credit & the ones with the highest
is $1450 annually.
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4. DRIVING
EXPERIENCE
This one is simple. More experienced
drivers are less likely to make mistakes
behind the wheel and will receive better
rates than newer drivers.
Learn more about finding affordable car
insurance for new drivers by
downloading the Zebra app and search
Affordable car Insurance For New Drivers.

5. LOCATION
Location functions on two levels state and
zip code. Every car insurance policy is rated
at the state level and subject to each state's
regulation.
For example, Michigan a no-fault state
requires all of it drivers to carry 'unlimited'
PIP coverage which is very expensive and
typically $1500 more on average than
neighboring state Ohio.
Location deals primarily with rating, where a
vehicle is located in your neighborhood.
Rates are higher in zip codes where there
are more vehicles and consequently where
wildfires, floods & crime or other risks
covered by your car insurance.
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6. GENDER
Another lesser risk factor is gender.
It mostly impackts younger drivers.
Male drivers pay on average $308
more than females.
Insurance companies view male
drivers as taking more risks than
their female counterparts.

INSURANCE
PREMIUMS BY
AGE & GENDER
Gender and Age Group

Average Annual Premium

Female Teen Driver

$2,489

Male Teen Driver

$2,798
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7. INSURANCE
HISTORY

Drivers with no driving history will pay
more than drivers with a continuous
driving history. Insurance companies see
a lack of insurance coverage as a major
risk.
Insurance companies view drivers who
have their licensee but have no insurance
coverage as driving uninsured and thus
will pay more in car insurance premiums.
The below data shoes the difference of
drivers with no previous insurance
coverage and drivers with 60 months of
continuous coverage a $2,643 difference!
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INSURANCE
PREMIUMS BY
INSURANCE HISTORY

Number of Months with Prior Carrier
0
60

Average Annual Premium
$4,046
$1,403

8. ANNUAL
MILEAGE
Annual mileage is a major rating factor.
Insurance companies view drivers who
are on the rad more as more likely to be
involved in accidents.
On average there's about $100 premium
difference between drivers who drove less
than $7,500 miles & those who drover
more than $15,000 miles per year.
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9.MARTIAL
STATUS
Martial status has a minor impact on
car insurance rates.
The difference between drivers who
share driving duties & filing claims
between married, divorced, single
and widowed drivers is minimal.

10. CLAIMS
HISTORY
Every single insurance company
sees a long claims history as a red
flag.
Included in your claims history is
any claim that you filed, as well
as, any claim filed against you. If
you file an insurance claim expect
your rates to go up.
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11.
COVERAGE
LEVEL

The amount of coverage a
driver has is also a rating factor.
The more coverage a driver has
on his/her policy the more
expensive it is.
There is about a $1,000
difference between the
cheapest insurance coverage &
the most expensive coverage.
The insurance company has to
pay out to the customer for the
additional coverage.
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12. VEHICLE
A brand-new sports car
would be more expensive
than a 1999 Civic.
If a vehicle costs more to
replace the increased
costs will be passed on
via the way of monthly
premium costs (collision
& comprehensive
coverage).
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13. VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP
STATUS
Car insurance
companies
categorize car
ownership in
three ways,
owned, leased &
financed.
Premiums vary
by the type of
ownership level.
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14.
DISCOUNT
OPTIONS

Car insurance discounts depend on location &
insurance carrier and many are a reflection of your
individual rating factor.
If you are a homeowner, pay your insurance premium
upfront or have a clean driving record you may qualify
for a discount. Below are some common discounts:
Affinity discount
Anti-theft device discounts
E-pay discount
Good driver discount
Good student discount
Green vehicle discount
Multi-policy discount
Multi-driver discount
Learn more about common car discounts by
downloading the Zebra app & searching common car
insurance discounts.
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15. INSURANCE COMPANY

The biggest rating factor in determining car insurance
rates is your insurance company. Rates vary company
to company.
While your rating factor that comprise your driving
record can raise your rates the insurance company you
currently have for auto insurance may be too expensive.
Shop around with as many insurance carriers as
possible using your individual rating profile to find
the best possible rate for you.
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